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The current version of ASDM is locked down a bit. RSA certificate support has been removed, the CTS pre-shared key encryption has been removed, and the HTML console (which is now logged to the log file instead of web services) is only accessible from users that have been added to the Web Console Users group. So, the attack surface should be smaller. Still, this is an important update because it changes the way that ASDM needs to be updated when new vulnerabilities are discovered. The Cisco ASA does not have a mechanism to prevent users from loading and executing arbitrary images. The packaging tool inserts a backdoor at the following path: %SystemDrive%\ASDM\Packages\%ASADMINCOMPUTERNAME%\ASDMAdminPackages\ASDMAdminInstaller.exe ASDM is a high
privilege administrative web application. Under normal circumstances, administrators are constrained to only reach it using SSH. This mitigates a number of attacks against a typical ASDM deployment (insecure web service, pre-authentication or weak passwords, etc.). However, VPN network administrators still face the same issues as typical desktop users who can access unpatched web pages in home networks, scan incoming network traffic for vulnerabilities, compromise the domain controller, or perform other malicious or unauthorized activities (such as a DNS poisoning attack). For the last mentioned purpose, it is not uncommon for the ASDM login URL to be exposed. Although this vulnerability (CVE-2021-1585) is less critical in a typical home network because any malicious

party who can compromise a DNS or a log file should be able to obtain the contents of the Asdm Login URL. Nevertheless, it is much easier to discover the login URL than for a typical desktop user to discover an SSHD login URL from a shared internet-facing server.
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